Gold Pieces
and other explorations
Several themes are investigated in these paintings.

GOLD PIECES
Visiting the Unterlinden Museum in Colmar in 2010 I happened upon an extraordinary
collection of Medieval gilded wood sculptures. The carved gold drapery of these figures is
wonderfully expressive, and I started to wonder if a contemporary subject using these
techniques was a possibility, and then - as a painter - if gold leaf could be incorporated into
the kind of paintings I make, and what that use might mean.
Traditionally, gold adorned holy personages and had symbolic value: painted saints were
embedded in a precious ground, and sometimes were bejewelled as well. The picture
plane was flattened, and the holy figures lacked shadows; it was unclear what kind of
space they inhabited except that it was sacred. Perhaps it was the gold of heaven.
How might this be translated in a secular age? Gold and other reflective metals have in
fact caught the eye of many recent artists: Gustave Klimt used it in a decorative way and
there are Arts and Crafts examples as well; much later examples include Robert
Rauschenburg who produced a series of “gold paintings” where the gold covered irregular
surfaces and made rough and mysterious reliefs. And Yves Klein made gold monotones.
In a still life painting, I wanted to know how the everyday objects I am interested in might
appear in a context of gold. Would the result merely be anomalous? Would it look
contemporary? Would it be simply decorative like a folding screen? Would the contrast be
extreme? And how might depth be conveyed when gold leaf is a uniform colour and
sometimes disconcertingly shiny, depending on the external illumination.
A great deal of experimentation went into the making of these pieces, and they vary
visually as some are on canvas and some on gessoed board - which feels very different to
paint on – and different kinds of gold size and varnish were used at different times.
The first paintings I did incorporating Gold leaf were the two “Place Settings” paintings.
Here the gold shapes provide backgrounds behind the white-clothed tables and contribute
to the compositional geometry. In one, the gold area is rectangular, in the other it is
triangular like the red paper napkin on the table. The objects sit on a white ground, and
the use of gold recedes, is merely a colour differentiating background and foreground.

Place Setting I and Place Setting II both 36”x36” on gessoed board
Paper Bag and Frankfurter,
Subjects from the takeaway food world: there are no shadows in either of these paintings
and the objects sit on plain gold grounds as in medieval votive paintings. The simple, fast

food objects are embedded in an endless ground that, apart from a few painted reflections,
gives no information about context.

Paper Bag and Frankfurter: 20”x20” on gessoed board.
A Plate of Cheese uses schlag metal as background - noticeably more garish than the
23ct gold used on the other paintings – to contrast with the cool neutrality of the cheese
texture.. Shadows are spray painted on the gold, which gives a formalised, abstract effect.
The vertical line of the knife against the centralised halo-shaped white plate reaches for a
dignified seriousness beyond the modest subject matter, recalling (and contrasting with)
those historical holy subjects from the Middle Ages.

Plate of Cheese: 20cm x40cm on canvas sheet mounted on plywood
The two Scissors Paintings contrast with each other, the small one has no shadows, so
the pair of scissors leaps across a gold sky, while in the larger, a scissor-duel is tied to the
gold ground by shadows. I like the idea of painted metal in front of applied metal leaf.
Scissors I: 10”x10” on linen
Scissors II: 30”x30” on linen

The Tape Measure paintings on orange/yellow backgrounds were originally intended to be
gilded, but the shadows of those objects became an integral part of the shapes, and added
to their dancing, calligraphic quality, and three dimensionality so I decided not to subject
them to the flattening and reflective effects of the gold leaf. A third small, sketchy painting
of a tape measure is inked on top of gold leaf and partially painted to emphasize the
curves of the tape. This is the only painting where the subject as well as the background
is partly gold.

Tape Measure I: Acrylic on gessoed board 40cm x 40cm.
Tape Measure II: Acrylic on Canvas 30”x30”/ 76cm x 76cm
Tape Measure III Acrylic paint and ink over gold leaf on canvas 12” x 16”
Few of the gold paintings have horizons, and the “Solitude” series is no exception. Again,
the gold plane on which these objects sit is endless, but they are fixed in place by their
shadows. At its most banal, there is a kind of ironic “silence is golden” theme underlying
these Each of these depicts through objects, someone alone. Some of the objects in the
paintings have a nostalgic feel, but are still recognisably current. Each painting includes
thatmost impossible of objects: a switched-off mobile phone. No-one is calling.
Solitude I shows an open can of beans, unbranded, nondescript, and a fork to which
sauce and beans still cling. The solitary person is eating straight from the can. The
unlabelled steel can appears to be gold because of its context.

In Solitude II, perhaps a particular person – suggested by the playing card – is absent ,
and a candle still burns for them. The burnt match lies nearby. The embossed halo around
the flame recalls traditional religious paintings, (and also the shape of the lid of the baked
bean can in the previous painting).

Solitude III includes an airmail letter, a box of Ship matches and a nearly empty bottle of
liquor. Someone has left, sailed away, perhaps, and the airmail letter is unaddressed and
unsent.

All 30”x 24” / 76cm x 61cm, acrylic and gold leaf on canvas/linen.
In these paintings shadows are suggested for the objects which lift them above the gold
ground, so that they don’t sink into it.

“Spirits” - a glass of whisky with a reflection into the gold ground - was a study for a larger
painting, (“Extremadura”). The study looked at the reflection of the glass and what
happens where it met the gold leaf. Again the effect is somewhat abstract, but the
treatment of the reflection and its edge contributes to the composition.

Spirits 16” X16”/41cm x 41cm, acrylic on linen with gold leaf

Extremadura 40” x 28.5”/ 102cm x 73cm, acrylic on linen with gold leaf
“Extremadura” was a response to a small painting held by the National Gallery in
London: “A rose and a cup of water on a silver plate”. In Zurbaran’s painting, all the
objects are thought to symbolise attributes of the Virgin Mary. There is no gold in his
painting, and the objects emerge out of an austere darkness. My painting depicts a
contemporary woman who is ordinary, or at any rate, not holy: she has had dinner with
someone, her lipstick is on the glass - which held alcohol, not water - the silver plate has
become a tip tray, (coins in the temple?) and that’s her iphone. Zurbaran’s rose floats free
above the glass. The gold background is tarnished and worn, not pure and pristine.
(There are references to Zurbaran in some of the numbers and words on the receipt for
the meal.)

Water Cooler cup
Another small experiment using the gold to suggest a landscape. The gold was scrubbed
off with a wire brush and the plastic cup painted over it. A second layer of gold provides
ground plane and horizon. The shadow of the cup is made by a cutout in the gold plane.

Water Cooler Cup: 10”x10” acrylic and gold leaf on linen

Messenger
A study for a larger painting, while thinking about the use of contemporary objects in still
life, and traditional uses of gold Leaf in a religious context. The feather is from the angel of
the Annunciation, who would, of course, use a mobile phone now.

Messenger: gold leaf and acrylic on gessoed board, 12”x12”/30.5cm square
I think about the use of gold leaf as follows:

•

It is the ground behind everything, and the objects are not made of gold
or decorated using it.

•
•

It can accept shadows to confirm a role as ground plane.
The shape the gold makes is important because it tends to reads as part
of the picture plane as well as making a background.

•

The contrast of the precious material with its traditional associations and the
ordinary objects is important. Ordinary objects are exalted by their golden context.

OTHER EXPLORATIONS ...
Some of the themes in previous work – the consumer object, the type object – persist in
here, and also some of the subject matter:
The painting, “Aftermath” harks back to the Roadworks paintings from some years ago.
A broken pair of sunglasses lies in the road. The double yellow lines where the
sunglasses have fallen are diagonal and emphasise the plane of the canvas and suggest
the speed of traffic. There is the hint of an incident, but with few details. This was painted
while thinking about ordinary urban situations, and close up external views seen as still
life.

Roadworks Paintings, 2004/5
Aftermath:120cm x 60cm
Still life and Giorgio Morandi
Georgio Morandi is the still life painter’s painter. His smallish, quiet paintings of simple
objects in earth colours have an impact well beyond their subjects.

One of the interesting aspects of his work is the distinctive way he arranges objects.
The “Deliberate Arrangements” paintings are so called to reference the curiously
permanent, eternal feel of the way he arranges his objects.
Deliberate Arrangements I
In the first painting I have explored his intriguing way of clustering of objects tightly in the
centre (another notable habit is to string things out in a horizontal row). Some ordinary
contemporary objects are clustered together on a simple ground plan of indeterminate
texture. It might be earth, as might Morandi’s. And the junction of ground plane and
background also might be an horizon, as in Morandi, whose paintings also have a peculiar
quality of being able to be read as still life or as landscape, which may link back to his brief
period as a metaphysical painter. The choice of objects is mostly from the world of fast
food, the lemon has appeared in still life paintings at least since the Dutch Golden Age ...
Deliberate Arrangements 100cm x 80cm,
acrylic on linen

Deliberate Arrangements II
The second painting has a cantilevered ground as in some Morandi paintings, and similar
everyday objects to the first. The lemon is replaced by an apple.
Deliberate Arrangements II 100cm x 80cm,
acrylic on linen

Looking at objects arranged in a simple, elevational row, it is clear that Morandi’s habit of
painting objects at eye level is one of the reasons they often read as objects, personages,
or architecture in a strange landscape, which recalls his early association with the
Metaphysical painters.
“Metafisica Paintings”
Thinking about those landscapes, I have named the next few paintings in this series
“Metafisica”, and each consists of a very few white objects painted almost as elevations
on a grey ground that might be sky or fog. The objects are plain porcelain tableware or
enamelled steel for camping – but intended to suggest urban elements – the chimneys of
Venice, for example, and to be slightly mysterious.

Metafisica I includes a Vinagrette which alludes to one of Morandi’s more baroque bottles,
and a simple porcelain goblet;

Metafisica II shows an enamelled billy can, tipping like a floating buoy, with a hovering
plate.

Metafisica III shows two eggcups and an enamelled steel jug sitting in an indeterminate
grey mist, mostly sky.

Metafisica IV – recalls a Juan Sánchez Cotán painting of 1602, but with 20th Century
objects, mysteriously suspended.

All acrylic on canvas, 30” x 30"/ 76cm x 76cm
Cynthia Poole, Solo show,
14th March 2017,Plus One Gallery

